**MT. ELLEN SELF-GUIDED SNOWSHOE TRAILS 2014-2015**

**LOCKWOOD LOOP TRAIL**
- **Duration:** about 1 hr
- **Distance:** less than 2 miles
- **Trail:** moderate hike on out-and-back trail with loop attached; small elevation changes.
- **Terrain:** mixed hardwood and softwood; some wet spots which can be avoided.
- **Points of interest:** bear-marked beech, Lockwood Brook and abandoned ski trail at farthest end; split boulder with small critter ‘home’ on lower loop; animal tracks.

**LOCKWOOD LOOP TRAIL**
- **Trailhead:** south edge of Snowflake trail, just above the roped-off water bar; marked with blue Snowshoe Trail signs & blue tape.

**SCALE**
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* Trailhead: south edge of Snowflake trail, just above the roped-off water bar; marked with blue Snowshoe Trail signs & blue tape.*